We study ultracold atoms in a finite size one-dimensional optical lattice prepared in the Mott insulator phase and commonly coupled to a single cavity mode. Due to resonance dipole-dipole interactions among the atoms, electronic excitations delocalize and form excitons. These exciton modes are divided into two groups: antisymmetric modes which decouple from the cavity mode forming dark states, and symmetric modes significantly coupled to the cavity mode called bright states. In typical setups the lowest and most symmetric exciton is coupled to the cavity photons much stronger than the other bright states and dominates the optical properties response of the atoms (superradiant state). In the strong coupling regime this superradiant state is coherently mixed with the cavity photon to form a doublet of polariton states with the Rabi splitting.
We study ultracold atoms in a finite size one-dimensional optical lattice prepared in the Mott insulator phase and commonly coupled to a single cavity mode. Due to resonance dipole-dipole interactions among the atoms, electronic excitations delocalize and form excitons. These exciton modes are divided into two groups: antisymmetric modes which decouple from the cavity mode forming dark states, and symmetric modes significantly coupled to the cavity mode called bright states. In typical setups the lowest and most symmetric exciton is coupled to the cavity photons much stronger than the other bright states and dominates the optical properties response of the atoms (superradiant state). In the strong coupling regime this superradiant state is coherently mixed with the cavity photon to form a doublet of polariton states with the Rabi splitting. The strong coupling regime of a single atom to a single cavity QED mode has been achieved experimentally in many different setups [1] , and even more extensively been studied theoretically [2] . As recent breakthrough a large Bose-Einstein Condensate (BEC) within a cavity has been successfully used to demonstrate strong atomfield coupling [3] . Experiments now even target to use BECs coupled to microwave atom chips [4, 5] , where strong coupling is expected even for magnetic collective coupling on dipole forbidden long lived hyperfine transitions. Theoretically, in a first approximation the coherent coupling of N atoms of a BEC to a single cavity mode, with identical single atom-photon coupling f , is well described by the Tavis-Cummings model, which leads to a collective coupling of √ N f [6] . In this model the direct electrostatic interactions among the atoms are neglected. From the other side, a Bose gas of ultracold atoms loaded on an optical lattice realizes the quantum phase transition from the superfluid to the Mott insulator [7] , which is predicted by the Bose-Hubbard model [8] . Moreover, controlling dipole-dipole shifts in an optical lattice clock was studied in [9] . These facts bring the fabrication of optical lattice ultracold atoms within a cavity very close. Such new set-up is of importance for light-matter interface in quantum information processing [10] , and manyparticle physics of quantum liquids [11, 12] . This system exhibits bright and dark collective electronic excitations, which promise useful applications for quantum communication [13] and quantum memory [14] .
Optical lattices are formed by prescribed counter propagating off resonant laser beams interacting with atomic motion only in a conservative way. For that atoms in such a lattice we consider here only the ground state and a single excited state of the atomic electronic excitations. We assume that their optical lattice potentials to have minima at the same positions and the atoms are localized in the corresponding first Bloch bands. The optical lattice is placed between spherical cavity mirrors, as seen in figure (1) , so that only a single cavity mode close to resonance to the previous atomic transition. The superfluid to Mott insulator quantum phase transition within a cavity is studied by us in [15] , where we confirmed the existence of the Mott insulator, but for deeper optical lattices. Here we concentrate in the case of one-dimensional optical lattice in the Mott insulator phase with one atom per site, and in the case of low density of excited atoms. Different from the Tavis-Cummings model for a BEC within a cavity, we include the resonance dipole-dipole interaction among the atoms. This interaction gives rise to the formation of collective electronic excitations, with a superradiant state which is strongly coupled to cavity photons. Previously we investigated two-dimensional optical lattices in planar cavities, and due to resonance dipole-dipole interactions in exploiting the lattice symmetry, we got in-plane propagating excitation waves (excitons), and within a cavity in the strong coupling regime we obtained cavity polaritons [16] . In the present case for finite one-dimensional optical lattice, we have standing wave excitons coupled to the fixed cavity mode.
We present first the cavity photons. Only the lowest cavity mode is close to resonance to the atomic transition. Hence we consider only the Gaussian beam between the mirrors (see figure 1) , which is represented by the Hamiltonian H c = E c a † a, where a † and a are the creation and annihilation operators of a cavity photon with energy E c = hν c , respectively. The electric field operator along the waist [1] , which is along the optical lattice, iŝ
whereē is the photon polarization unit vector, w 0 is the beam waist, and V is the mode volume, which is given by V = πw 2 0 L/4, with L the distance between the cavity mirrors, as seen in figure (1). Here we neglect the finite line width of both the cavity and the excited atomic states, to be included later in the linear optical spectra.
Next we present electronic excitations in the optical lattice atoms. An electronic excitation at an atom site can transfer among the lattice atoms due to dipole-dipole resonance interactions. The excitation Hamiltonian is where B † n and B n are the creation and annihilation operators of an electronic excitation at site n with transition energy E a = hν a , respectively. At low number of electronic excitations we treat only a single excitation at a time. Namely the operators B n can be assumed to behave as bosons. We take into account only the interaction between nearest neighbor sites. The energy transfer coupling parameter is J θ = µ 2 4πǫ0a 3 1 − 3 cos 2 θ , where µ is the atomic transition dipole, which makes an angle θ with the lattice direction. For isotropic atoms θ is fixed by the cavity photon polarization direction.
We consider a finite lattice with N sites. The sites are labeled by n = 1, · · · , N . In order to use fixed boundary condition, we add two additional empty sites, n = 0 and n = N + 1, as in figure (2). Therefore the above excitation Hamiltonian can be diagonalize in using the transformation
where the collective excitation modes are labeled by k = 1, · · · , N , which are considered as standing excitons, and are presented in figure (2) . The diagonal Hamiltonian reads
In place of discrete atom levels we get an energy band of band width 4J θ . For the coupling between the electronic excitations and the cavity photons we use the dipole interaction
The dipole operator is defined byμ = µ n B † n + B n , and we apply the rotating wave approximation. As the photon polarization at the waist is in the optical lattice direction, we choose here θ = 0 and then µ = (ē · µ). The maximum of the Gaussian is taken in the middle of the optical lattice. Then the atom positions r n = na −L/2, with the lattice length L = (N + 1)a. For w 0 enough larger thanL, we use e −r 2 n /w 2 o ≃ 1. We need also the summation over n, which is n sin
for odd k-s, (k = 1, 3, · · · ), and zeros for even k-s, (k = 2, 4, · · · ). Finally we get
The excitonic states are divided into two parts. The antisymmetric states of even k-s, (k = 2, 4, · · · ), with odd number of nodes. These states are decouple to the cavity photons, and are considered as dark states. The symmetric states of odd k-s, (k = 1, 3, · · · ), with even number of nodes. These states are coupled to cavity photons, and are considered as bright states. Here we show that the first mode (k = 1), which has no nodes, is a superradiant state, and the rest states (k = 3, 5, · · · ), are weakly coupled to the light. The things are clear due to the function cot figure  (3a) we plot the shifted exciton dispersion E k − E a as a function of k. In figure (3b) we plot the square of the exciton-photon coupling |f k | 2 as a function of k. Here the cavity photon frequency is taken to be at resonance with the first exciton mode, that is E c = E 1 . It is clear how the coupling decays very fast for large k. In the light of the above discussion, we can neglect the coupling of the cavity photons to the exciton states except the coupling to the superradiant state. Therefore, the coupled photon-exciton Hamiltonian is
where we dropped the exciton index. The coupling parameter is
and the exciton energy is E ex = E a + 2J θ cos π N +1 . In the strong coupling regime, where the exciton-photon coupling is larger than their line widths, the Hamiltonian can be easily diagonalized in using the transformation
r A r , with the two polariton eigenenergies E ± p = (E c + E ex )/2 ± ∆, where ∆ = δ 2 + |f | 2 , with the detuning δ = (E c − E ex )/2. The eigenstates are coherent superpositions of the exciton and the cavity photon. The exciton amplitudes are X ± = ± (∆ ∓ δ)/2∆, and the cavity photon amplitudes are Y ± = f / 2∆(∆ ∓ δ). In figure (4a) we plot the shifted polariton dispersion E ± p − E ex as a function of the detuning δ, in using the previous numbers. In figures (4b) we plot the excitonic and photonic weights for the lower and upper branches.
To observe the system we need to couple the cavity mode to the external radiation field. We do this by considering non-perfect cavity mirrors. We introduce cavity mode damping rates for the upper and lower mirrors by γ. As in experiments the cavity is open, we also include the cavity photon damping rate Γ c directly into the free space. The excited atoms have damping rate of Γ a , which is included here phenomenologically. The external field serves us with two things: damping of the cavity mode, and input-output fields [16] .
We interest in the linear optical spectra. For an incident given field with a fixed polarization from the upper side of the cavity and normal to the mirror, in figure (5a) we plot the transmission spectra, and in figure (5b) the reflection spectra. We used the damping frequencies Γ a = Γ c = γ = 10 7 [Hz]. The two peaks and the two dips correspond to the two polariton states. We assumed here zero detuning, that is δ = 0, and θ = 0. For comparison needs, we consider the same previous system, but now in neglecting the dipole-dipole interactions among the atoms. As we neglect also the spatial change of the cavity mode along the optical lattice, this makes the system similar to trapped ultraclod boson atoms within the previous cavity, in the middle between the mirrors, where the atoms are taken to be independent by neglecting the dipole-dipole interactions [3] . The electronic excitation is described now by the Hamiltonian H ex = n E a B † n B n , as before, for low excitations the operators B n are taken to be bosonic. The excitation-photon coupling Hamiltonian reads H I = n f B † n a + f * a † B n , where the coupling parameter is
2ǫ0V . The total Hamiltonian is given by
(5) We define the collective excitation operator
. The Hamiltonian (6) is similar to the one for the coupled superradiant states and photons (3), with the differences in the energies, E a and E ex , and the coupling parameters. The energy shift is E a − E ex = −2J θ cos π N +1
and equal to about 1.35 × 10 8 [Hz] for N = 10 3 and θ = 0, which is a significant shift. The diagonalization of the Hamiltonian is exactly as before, and also the linear spectra calculations. For the case of resonance E c = E a , we have |f |/h = 2.8 × 10
7 [Hz]. In figure (6) we compare between the vacuum Rabi splitting frequency, Ω 0 = 2|f |/h, as a function of the atom number for the two cases. It is seen that for large atom number the vacuum Rabi splitting for independent atoms is larger than that of interacting atoms. The difference is about 5 × For more comparison we plot the generalized Rabi splitting for the two cases. We consider the case with E a = E c . Then for atoms without dipole-dipole interaction we have δ = 0, and then Ω = 2|f |/h, which is a square root function of N , and θ independent. For the case with dipole-dipole interactions, we consider only the superradiant state, to get the generalized Rabi splitting, which is Ω = 2∆/h, where ∆ defined previously, and which is N and θ dependent. In figure (7a) we plot the generalized Rabi splitting as a function of θ for the two cases, and with N = 10 3 . It is clear that around θ = 54.74 o the generalized Rabi splitting for interacting case is lower than the non-interacting case, where around θ = 54.74
o the dipole-dipole interaction is zero, that is J θ ≈ 0. In figure (7b) we plot the generalized Rabi splitting as a function of N for the two cases, where for the interacting case we plot for the angles θ = 0 o , 54.74 o , 90 o .
In summary we explicitly calculated the coupled atomfield eigenmodes of a quantized cavity mode strongly coupled to collective excitations (excitons) of cold atoms in an optical lattice. Including resonance dipole-dipole interactions strongly influence the system eigenmodes and the electronic excitations form collective dark and bright states. Within a typical cavity only a single superradi- ant mode dominates the linear optical response forming a doublet of eigenstates. Note that analogous results also hold for any chain of electromagnetic active materials, e.g. a lattice of quantum dots within a cavity.
